GCCA+ Seychelles – Climate Change Communication Course (e-learning)
Instructions for Unit 1 – Introduction to Climate Change Communication
Total time to complete: approximately 4-6 hours
Thank you for your interest in following this course! There are 5 units in all. Here is
what you need to know to complete Unit 1…
Unit 1 Learning Outcomes:
• Basic understanding of climate change communication
• Basic understanding of climate change science, impacts response options and
policy
• Observed and felt sense of climate change impacts
Unit 1 consists of the following:
1) An introductory lecture, introducing the course, the training goals and agenda, and
the logistics of how we're going to do the course, by Dr. Susi Moser (Lecture 1),
available here (note to self-guided participants some of this lecture is specific to the first
time it was run in Seychelles but go ahead and watch it anyway, it could be useful!).
Lecture 1 (course introduction by Dr. Susi Moser):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBjMMoF9MwQ
2) Next, do Exercise 1. This can be found in the Unit 1 folder on the MEECC (Seychelles)
website.
3) There are three short lectures provided by Dr. Daniel Etongo, and we ask that you
watch them all prior to proceeding. Here are the links to access them:
• Part 1 (science): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-TkLExVV18
• Part 2 (impacts): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzybN21FNYQ
• Part 3 (solutions): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5zxMYVnvds
4) Then complete Exercise 2 after watching those lectures. You can find the instructions
in the Unit 1 folder.
5) Then watch the second part of Unit 1 (Lecture 2), given by Susi Moser. It provides a
basic introduction to strategic climate change communication and its challenges. It is

quite long, but since it's a video recording, you can interrupt and continue later or watch
it more than once if you want to review anything. It is available here:
Susi's Lecture 2 (introduction to the basics of strategic climate change
communication): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nN6wROu29qw
6) Finally, complete Exercise 3, and you can find it in the Unit 1 folder.
7) All along the way, we suggest you keep notes on what you're learning:
• There are print outs of the slides in Unit 1 folder
• Keep a journal for any questions, confusions, concerns and observations you may
have and discuss these with colleagues or join an online discussion group like
the Seychelles’ Climate Change Education & Communication FaceBook group
8) For those of you who want to go deeper into the materials of Unit 1, we have
provided some supplementary materials – check out the PDF doc in the Unit 1 folder
Enjoy the learning journey, stay safe, and be well!

